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Non-economists on CopyrightNon-economists on Copyright

DiversityDiversity

Individual expressionIndividual expression

Free speechFree speech



Economic Efficiency and CopyrightEconomic Efficiency and Copyright

Technical efficiency: inappropriate forTechnical efficiency: inappropriate for
copyrightcopyright

AllocativeAllocative efficiency efficiency
Quantity versus quality tradeoffQuantity versus quality tradeoff
Producer versus consumer rivalryProducer versus consumer rivalry

Dynamic efficiency: progress in patentDynamic efficiency: progress in patent
versus progress in copyrightversus progress in copyright



What What   II do not  do not meanmean
by distributive justiceby distributive justice

Nozick’sNozick’s theory of desert theory of desert
Who really deserves anything?Who really deserves anything?

Rawls’ theory of justiceRawls’ theory of justice
OverinterpretationOverinterpretation problem for social contract problem for social contract
Problem of the original position: is the authorProblem of the original position: is the author
a victim or oppressor?a victim or oppressor?
Assumption of prisoner’s dilemmaAssumption of prisoner’s dilemma



What I do meanWhat I do mean
by distributive justiceby distributive justice

WelfarismWelfarism of sorts of sorts

Fairness:  people rationally care aboutFairness:  people rationally care about
other people and envy other peopleother people and envy other people

Main goal is to identify winners and losersMain goal is to identify winners and losers
Problem of how to balance, but that isProblem of how to balance, but that is
political questionpolitical question



Example One:Example One:
CoaseCoase Conjecture Conjecture

What is the What is the CoaseCoase conjecture? conjecture?
How to resolve?How to resolve?

Perfect price discriminationPerfect price discrimination
Limit copyingLimit copying
Leasing versus saleLeasing versus sale

All resolve problem but with differentAll resolve problem but with different
distribution of well-beingdistribution of well-being

Economics helps identify differencesEconomics helps identify differences
Efficiency cannot help us chooseEfficiency cannot help us choose



Example Two:Example Two:
Prisoner’s dilemmaPrisoner’s dilemma

3,33,36,26,2Copy someoneCopy someone
else’selse’s

2,62,65,55,5Create originalCreate original
workwork

Copy someoneCopy someone
else’selse’s

Create originalCreate original
workwork



Repeated prisoner’s dilemma withRepeated prisoner’s dilemma with
trigger strategy= Assurance Gametrigger strategy= Assurance Game

6,66,69,59,5Copy someoneCopy someone
else’selse’s

5,95,910,1010,10Create originalCreate original
workwork

Copy someoneCopy someone
else’selse’s

Create originalCreate original
workwork



Lessons from assurance gameLessons from assurance game

Multiple Multiple equilibriaequilibria and asymmetric case and asymmetric case

What one person does depends uponWhat one person does depends upon
what she believes other person will dowhat she believes other person will do

Law works to assure parties about actionsLaw works to assure parties about actions
rather than punish for non-cooperationrather than punish for non-cooperation



How economics helps copyrightHow economics helps copyright

Identify environment within which copyrightIdentify environment within which copyright
arisesarises
Identify actors and their interestsIdentify actors and their interests
Identify conflictsIdentify conflicts
Aid in making choices: institutional context inAid in making choices: institutional context in
which economics is usedwhich economics is used



ApplicationsApplications

Copyrightable subject matterCopyrightable subject matter
Is everything copyrightable?Is everything copyrightable?

Fair useFair use
Finding a role for fairnessFinding a role for fairness

Problem of entryProblem of entry
Identifying tensions between producer andIdentifying tensions between producer and
consumer surplusconsumer surplus

Interface with Competition lawInterface with Competition law
Traditional knowledge problemTraditional knowledge problem



Final ThoughtsFinal Thoughts

Recognizing copyright as legislationRecognizing copyright as legislation

Problem of adjudicating particular disputesProblem of adjudicating particular disputes

Sharpening copyright policy and makingSharpening copyright policy and making
economic thinking more palatable for theeconomic thinking more palatable for the
generalist copyright persongeneralist copyright person


